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Stock#: 80248
Map Maker: Durable Toy & Novelty Co

Date: 1930
Place: Cleveland, Ohio
Color: Color
Condition: VG
Size: 14 x 23 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

World Map Game Board -- Early Version of a Pinball Machine

Fascinating bagatelle board game, made by the Durable Toy  & Novelty Corporation of New York.

This fascinating pinball precursor depicts a map of the world in two hemispheres, with graphics showing
an airplane, Zeppelin, automobile and train in the corners and native inconography  on each of the 5
continents, Hawaii, etc.
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The Durable Toy & Novelty Company was founded in 1907 with a manufacturing facility in Cleveland, Ohio
and an office in New York City. Arthur Jacobs was the company's first president. Jacobs held at least seven
different patents for toy banks and cash registers.

Bagatelle Board Game

Boardgamegeek.com describes a bagatelle board as follows:

A bagatelle board resembles a light, flat board with nails (pins!) in it and short raised sides to keep
the ball on the playfield during play. Each ball is launched from some sort of spring-loaded 'shooter'
or cue, to the top of the board, where it then rolls towards the player, bouncing off the pins or
landing in any of several scoring pockets. These scoring pockets can be depressions in the playfield,
nails arranged in a U-shape, or both. They are marked with various score values, with the higher
values usually protected by more pins or tougher paths to reach them. By "shooting" the ball harder
or softer, the player can try to control where the ball drops.

A spring-loaded shooter is normally in the bottom right corner of the board. A ball is placed before
the shooter mechanism. The shooter devise is pulled back and let go, with the aim to fire the ball up
to the rounded end of the board and then to bounce around the nails or pins and, hopefully, land in a
scoring area. A cue shooter is just a wooden object, rather like a miniature version of a Billiards cue.
To launch a ball, the player merely shoots it by hitting the back of the ball with the cue thus sending
it to the top of the board.

Note that it is possible for a ball not to score at all. This usually means that the ball reached the
bottom of the board without settling into a scoring pocket.

Typically, a player might get 3 or more balls and a note of the total score achieved is taken. The first
to reach a pre-agreed number of points, wins.

Bagatelle sets can be made of wood, metal or plastic and they can be of any size (but it must be able
to stand on an average table). They are often linked to a theme, really as an excuse to feature
related graphics. The game is a direct ancestor of modern Pinball machines.

Detailed Condition:
Shows light use and wear with some rubs to the finish. Legs are present.


